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A report from a school of education stated that one of the freshmen spent the summer soaking his nose in books, because someone told him that he would have to keep it in the prednisone in college.—McNeil Daily.

"The idea that girls are an inspiration for football players to do bigger and better things is a hoax," says Coach Michael Porwerth of Georgia University.—The Technique, Athens.

Oh yeah? An examination at the University of Mississippi asked for the principal parts of a Latin verb. One paper here, "Slipped, slipped, slipper, slip, long, long." The paper, when returned, contained the inscription, "Talk, Silence, Run, Suspend.—" The Hogs.

Boit, Dalton, Church & Hamilton
89 BROAD STREET BOSTON

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

FINE ARTS
State Theatre Bldg. Mon. Ave. 1 to 11 F. M. 2nd
Eisenstein's
"THUNDER WEEK MEXICO"

The abc of pipe tobacco

The best tobacco for pipes comes from Kentucky...and it's called "White Burley"

We use White Burley in making Granger Rough Cut. It comes from the Blue Grass region of Kentucky—ripe, mild leaf tobacco that just about tops them all for fragrance and flavor.

From the right place on the stalk we select the kind that's best for pipes. Then we make it into Granger by Wellman's Method and cut it up into big shaggy flakes.

White Burley tobacco—made the way old man Wellman taught us how to make it—that's Granger.

"Cut rough to smoke cool" is the way pipe smokers describe Granger—try it

Granger Rough Cut
the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL

—folks seem to like it

INITIATE TEN INTO QUADRANGLE CLUB
Outstanding Freshmen Chosen for Honorary Society

Ten freshmen were initiated into the Quadrangle Club, the honorary society of the Freshman and Sophomore classes, Wednesday night. The outstanding members of the freshman class are elected to this club at the beginning of the second term each year.


The purpose of the Quadrangle Club is to foster better relationships among the two lower classes.

Vesner, according to a sociology professor at Lehigh, was founded by a lawyer who was trying to prove that women really could be educated.—The Hogs.

OFFER COURSE IN TEXTILE RESEARCH

Six Weeks of Laboratory Work and Lectures Included

The Institute is again offering a special course in textile research, sponsored for textile executives, research directors, laboratory technicians, and others interested in this field, beginning March 8. To secure efficient use of the laboratory facilities the size of the group will be limited to 25.

The work is arranged to afford lectures and laboratory exercises on Friday and Saturday each week for six consecutive weeks, making it possible for men in the industry to attend conveniently. Twelve lectures will be devoted to textile analysis and will include discussions of the character and necessity for textile testing; the design of textile testing laboratories; basic theory; conditioning apparatus; correction for moisture; yarn analysis; brief and thread-counting devices; colors in dyed yarns; auxiliary apparatus; textile testing machines; special textile testing machines; and the measurement of special properties of fabrics.

Twelve lectures will be devoted to textile microscopy and will include discussion of textile microscopes and how to use them; light and the microscope; theory of textile microscopy; applications of textile microscopy; Rapid and Precise Devices; Microscope; and the Measurement of Special Properties of Fabrics.

The lectures will be illustrated with slides, motion pictures, and experiments.

In addition to the laboratory work performed by members of the class, opportunities will be afforded for outside study, and opportunities will be afforded for outside study, and opportunities will be afforded for outside study.

Successful completion of the work entitles the student to receive credit in the subjects taken. Each member of the group will be registered as a special student.

Solving of Unsolvable Casts Doubt on Honesty

"To pay or not to pay, that is the question,..." and with quotations from Shakespeare, that is the question facing a certain officer of the freshman class.

It seems that there is a puzzle into which one puts numbers and then tries to arrange them into consecutive order without removing them from the bar.

The aforementioned class officer had read that the solution was impossible. He consequently bet another class officer two dollars that he could not solve the problem in two hours.

In an hour and a half the second class officer came out of his room with the impossible apparently accomplished! Now the first officer, after consulting his book again, does not know whether to pay or to accuse the first officer of removing the blocks.

Highway Survey Solicits Aid of 10,000 Drivers

Engineers Seek Information About Accident Hazards, Safeguards, and Driving Habits

Ten thousand automobile drivers throughout the state are going to have an opportunity to give engineers of the Massachusetts CWA Highway Accident Survey the benefit of their opinions on accident hazards, traffic safeguards and driving habits in a questionnaire which is now being distributed.

In announcing the study, Colonel Robert C. Lilly, who is in charge of the survey being made under the direction of the Institute, emphasized the vital importance of the motorists' viewpoint.

"We are seeking the opinions and helpful suggestions of some 10,000 Massachusetts automobile drivers," he said, "because their experiences on the highways should enable them to give us valuable assistance. The highways are built for the convenience and pleasure of the people, and we feel it is their right to make suggestions for increasing the safety and pleasure of driving. Specialized trained engineers will submit the questionnaires to a large group of motorists, who do not place themselves under any obligation in answering the various questions."

Test questionnaires distributed to determine what information would be most interesting to motorists as well as the type of people who would have the most information to give. (Continued on Page 4)